Introduction

•
The variation of the roughness length with wind speed for rough flow over the sea is first described by Charnock (1955) (1) where is the friction velocity, the acceleration due to gravity, and the Charnock parameter used to characterize the variation of the drag coefficient with wind speed at 10m. Hsu (1974) suggested that was a function of the wave slope where is the significant wave height and the wavelength of the waves at peak of the wave spectrum.
• Using a subset of the HEXMAX data chosen to avoid the effects of swell, Matt et al. (1991) and Smith et al. (1992) proposed the "HEXOS" relationship (2) where is defined as the wave age, and the phase speed at the peak of the wave spectrum. Eq. (2) implies younger waves are rougher than older waves. The RASEX values for onshore winds were much lower than would be predicted by Eq. (2).
-Vickers and Mahrt (1997a, hereafter VM97)
The datasets
• Anctil and Donelan (1996)-Lake Ontario The results from this study were chosen for they were published with consistent wave information.
The purpose of this experiment was to study the effect of shoaling waves.
Development of a roughness length formula
• Choice of scaling variables Using to scale the roughness appears a better option. Only by using as a scaling parameter is the higher wind speed RASEX collapsed onto the HEXOS points. Therefore adopt this scaling:
(6) Noting that with this scaling the lower wind speed data from HEXOS and AD96diverge, a multiple scaling similar to Eq. (5) is considered:
Development of a roughness length formula
• Predicted effects of varying duration, fetch, and water depth Eq.(6) predicts a slight decrease of compared to the value for a fully developed sea, normally by less than developed sea, normally by less than 10%.
At about the effect of shoaling occurs.
Both Eq. (6) and the Donelan (1990) predict enhanced roughness for shoaling conditions. The results for the wave-aged-based Eq. (3) show more disagreement compared to that of Eq(6).
Verification of the calculated values
• Simulation of coastal, lake, and wave tank data Eq. (6) will be used to predict the to relationship for various published coastal, lake, and wave tank datasets that were not used in developing the model. Since the predicted values vary little with duration or retch, these wave estimates should be adequate for the purpose, provided the waves were not depth limited and significant swell was not present. 
C
Eq. (6) are in both cases being lower than that The implied to relationship is about 10% lower than predicted but, above 5m/s, shows a very similar variation with wind speed. compared to a fully developed sea at lower wind speeds. At wind speeds greater than about 12-15 m/s, the wind sea was dominant over the swell.
• Since the effect of the steepness of young waves is cancelled by the small height, Eq. (6) falsely predicts the roughness of waves at short fetch.
• For deep water wind waves, in the absence of swell, for practical purpose, a relationship is defined
Which well represents a number of datasets. • Using the observed wave parameters, Eq. (6) successfully predicted observations that departed from the expected deep water windsea relationship approximated by Eq. (8).
• The possible explanations for the failure of Eq. (6) to predict the short fetch Lake Ontario data are the difficult-observed young waves and the data bias for some reason. 
